
John Nance Garner

(1868–1967) 

John Nance Garner, a U.S. representative 

H
oward Chandler Christy, a popular illustrator and painter


and 32nd vice president of the United who was famous for his chic “Christy Girls” and piquant

States, was born in Red River County,

Texas. He served in the Texas state legisla- nudes, also had a sober and serious side. Indeed, later

ture and in 1902 was elected as a Demo- in life he reduced his illustration contracts in order to

crat to the U.S. House of Representatives, devote more time to painting landscapes, historical

where he distinguished himself as an

expert parliamentarian. Known as “Cactus scenes (including the large mural Scene at the Signing of the Constitu-

Jack,” the plainspoken and unpretentious tion of the United States in the east staircase of the U.S. Capitol’s House

Garner displayed simple tastes and a wing), and portraits. Christy painted John Nance Garner in 1937 during

pragmatic style. He was elected minority

leader in 1929 and became Speaker two Garner’s second term as vice president. The 75th Congress approved

years later when his party won control of the purchase of the portrait the following year and authorized $2,500

the House. for the purpose.


At the Democratic National Conven
tion in 1932, Garner was a leading can- Garner was about 64 when this painting was created. According 
didate for the presidential nomination until to Christy’s representation, he was a robust figure with a massive head

he was persuaded to withdraw in favor of and a thick neck. A 1943 marble bust of the vice president by James

Franklin Roosevelt. To avoid deadlock at

the convention, Garner accepted the vice Earle Fraser, also in the U.S. Senate Collection (p. 170), offers a similar

presidential nomination, albeit reluctantly. depiction. The bushy eyebrows and thick, wavy hair appear in both por-

Although he later expressed dissatisfaction traits, but Christy’s version idealizes the sitter more than Fraser’s does,

with the vice presidency, describing it as

“the spare tire on the automobile of gov- making Garner less fleshy and downplaying his hooked nose. Christy’s

ernment”1 and “not worth a bucket of Garner is a pleasant, frank, unpretentious personality that brings to mind

warm spit,”2 Garner’s political acumen Roosevelt’s appellation for his vice president: “Mr. Common Sense.” The

proved highly valuable in his role as

president of the Senate. Garner served pugnacity and political tenacity evidenced by Garner during his nearly

two terms and was considered one of the four decades as congressman, Speaker, and vice president is more

most influential 20th-century vice presi- apparent in Fraser’s likeness, while it has been moderated—made man-

dents. Having broken with Roosevelt in

1937 over the president’s controversial nerly—by Christy. Certainly, there is nothing in Christy’s portrait to sug

attempts to pack the Supreme Court with gest the opposition that Garner expressed for Roosevelt’s controversial

New Deal sympathizers, Garner did not “court-packing” plan. When it was introduced on the floor of the Senate

join Roosevelt when he ran for an unpre

cedented third term in 1940. Instead, the in February, the vice president held his nose and “gave an emphatic

vice president retired to Texas, where he ‘thumbs-down’ sign.”1 

enjoyed the role of political pundit until The artist chose an unusually large format for the seated three-
his death in 1967. 

quarter-length portrait, and he justifies it by both the bulk of his sitter 
and the freedom of his painterly technique. The latter is comparable to 
that of John Singer Sargent, especially in the varied, broadly painted 
area of light gray in the upper left background and in the loosely painted, 
but convincingly powerful, hands resting on the massive, ornate arm-
chair. Despite these accomplished details, Christy’s portrait falls short 
of Sargent’s virtuosity, as evidenced by the inconsistent relationship 
between figure and ground (Garner’s right side is pushed forward by 
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John Nance Garner 
Howard Chandler Christy (1873–1952) 
Oil on canvas, 1937

45 5⁄8 x 38 3⁄4 inches (115.9 x 98.4 cm)

Signed and dated (lower left corner): Howard Chandler Christy / 1937

Purchased by the U.S. Senate with funds appropriated by Public Law 723, 75th Congress, 1938
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John Nance Garner—continued 

The portrait of John Nance Garner was 

displayed in the Vice President’s Room in 

the Capitol during the vice presidency of 

Gerald Ford. 
(U.S. Senate Historical Office) 

the light, but his nearer left shoulder sinks into the dark shadow) and 
by inconsistent technical skill (Christy’s virtuosity is displayed in the head, 
hands, and background but abandoned in the costume). 

Also remembered for his series of army, navy, and Liberty Loan 
posters during World War I, Christy painted many prominent individ
uals, including Presidents Harding, Hoover, and Coolidge. His full-length 
portrait of First Lady Grace Coolidge is in the White House collection, 
as is his reproduction portrait of Rachel Donelson Robards Jackson, wife 
of President Andrew Jackson. In addition, Christy’s paintings of House 
Speakers William Bankhead and Henry Rainey also hang in the U.S. 
Capitol. Other important likenesses by this artist include those of Chief 
Justice Charles Hughes and Amelia Earhart. 
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Vice President John Nance Garner and 

Speaker William Bankhead pose with 

their portraits and artist Howard Chandler 

Christy at the U.S. Capitol, March 10, 1937. 
(Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division) 
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John Nance Garner—continued 

James Earle Fraser, one of the most highly respected American 
sculptors of the early 20th century, studied at the Art Institute 
of Chicago and the École des Béaux-Arts in Paris. He became 
an apprentice and assistant to the renowned Augustus Saint-
Gaudens, initially in Paris and later in Cornish, New Hampshire. 

Fraser subsequently established a studio in New York City, where he 
began a prolific career creating medallion reliefs, allegorical sculpture, 
and statues of prominent Americans. One of the artist’s earliest and 
best-known works, The End of the Trail, depicts an exhausted Native 
American warrior on his mount. Other major pieces include sculptures 
of Thomas Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton, and Benjamin Franklin, as 
well as reliefs for the American “Buffalo” nickel—a bison on one side 
and a Native American profile on the other. In the U.S. Capitol, Fraser’s 
busts of Theodore Roosevelt and John Nance Garner are in the Senate’s 
Vice Presidential Bust Collection, and three plaster reliefs by his sculptor-
wife, Laura Gardin Fraser, are located in the House Chamber. 

The marble bust of John Nance Garner by More than 25 years after he sculpted Theodore Roosevelt (p. 320) 
James Earle Fraser was unveiled in the Senate for the Vice Presidential Bust Collection, Fraser was selected to execute

Reception Room on April 16, 1943.

(Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division) a bust of Vice President John Nance Garner. The vice president sat for


Fraser during 1937 and 1938. Fraser was selected for the commission 
because he usually worked quickly and required few sittings, but it was 
1943 before the artist finally submitted his work for Senate approval. 
Fraser initially executed two preparatory plaster busts for consideration. 
According to the artist, the vice president liked “the quiet one,” while 
Fraser and his artist friends preferred the second version. Fraser wrote 
to Architect of the Capitol David Lynn: “I believe you also liked the one 
I like. Is there any reason why I should not take the one I prefer?” While 
Lynn’s decision is unknown, a choice was made between these two 
versions in 1941, and Fraser signed a contract for $1,000 to supply the 
finished marble. More than two years passed before the completed bust 
arrived at the Capitol. The sculptor blamed the delay on the press of 
other work and on the difficulty of locating superior marble cutters during 
war time. Among other projects then claiming his attention were two 
mammoth outdoor groups commissioned for the entrance to Rock Creek 
Parkway near Memorial Bridge in Washington, D.C. 
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John Nance Garner 
James Earle Fraser (1876–1953) 
Marble, 1943

34 x 28 x 16 1⁄2 inches (86.4 x 71.1 x 41.9 cm)

Signed (on subject’s truncated right arm): J•E• FRASER•


Commissioned by the Joint Committee on the Library, 1941

Accepted by the Joint Committee on the Library, 1943

Cat. no. 22.00032
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